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A MOTOR THEORY OF RHYTHM AND DISCRETE SUCCESSION. II. BY R. H. STETSON, Beloit College.



2. Nature of the Unit-Group. Since accentuation and subordination are contributed in rhythmizing a perfectly uniform objective series, they have always been considered important, and perhaps essential elements in rhythmic perception. The most fundamental type of subordination with accentuation is to be found in the unitgroup. Many different types of feet in verse, of measures and figures in music, and of ' groups' in psychology have been named and described. The musical measure is manifestly a secondary and not a primary type of grouping, and the • groups' of the psychologist have usually been arbitrary logical constructions, so that a classification of unit-groups need include only poetic feet and musical figures. Despite the many combinations named, most recent writers are inclined to reduce' the types of feet to four: iambic, trochaic, dactylic and anapestic.1 Some writers add amphibrachic, but it is only a variety of the dactylic. All the numerous forms of feet occasionally given can be separated into these elementary forms. A consideration of musical figures shows that these forms of poetic feet cover many of the varieties of musical figures. The trochee represents such forms as J ^ , J 4 ,J^ *i, and the more unusual J* J .



The iamb represents the ' dotted-eighth-and-sixteenth



forms, ^ ^ . (usually written ^^3)> most grace notes, and the unusual J J and J



J .



The dactyl represents the triplet



• f J and the unusual figure ^ J% (in most cases this notation 1



Cf. Gummere's Poetics. 293
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indicates not a unit-group but a compound of J^ and ^ ^ ) . The reverse of this last type ^ ^ is represented by the anapest, but it is worth noting that in music where this form occurs asa true unit-group (the notation usually represents a compound) it becomes simply a variety of the iambic J* J. There remain two unit-groups in music not represented by the poetic feet mentioned; these are the single note J , J , etc., the trill or tremolo, and the rapid run. The trill or tremolo and the rapid run all represent one type of figure SBB55HH in which the number of constituent notes is indefinite, and the intervals between the constituents are all equal. Below is given the complete list of unit-groups which must be considered; the time relations are represented and the width of the depressions indicates the length of time that a finger will remain on a key, or a syllable will be vocalized; the groups are arranged so that the accented beats, the convenient reference points, coincide. The length of time that the finger remains on the key is really a function of the energy of accent; the untrammeled movement would give the form in Fig. 4. {Of. Fig. 1.)



Fig. 4-



There is an upper and a lower limit to the rate of succession at which grouping into unit-groups is possible. The lower limit is variously estimated at 1.5-3 sec, 40 M.-20 M. As this interval of 1.5-3 s e c - represents the longest interval during which a rhythmic movement can persist, it is obvious that a group of twice that length (the simplest possible two-group) would be an impossible rhythm; therefore, at the lowest rate of rhythmic succession no grouping is possible, i. e., the group must consist of one beat. When the rate of succession is increased to 4-8 per sec, the interval and the accent again become uniform and there is no grouping possible. The single
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beat, then, and the tremolo are forms of the unit-group which occur at the upper and lower limits of rhythmic succession, and they are evidently not produced by the grouping activity as it occurs in the case of the iamb, trochee, dactyl (and anapest). The notion that the muscular tensions of a movement-cycle such as that previously described must be responsible for the grouping of the unit-group l is too general as it stands. Miner * suggests that the fusing of reactions to stimuli in a muscle contracting and relaxing at certain rates is the cause of the grouping. Such a fusion of contractions is observed in the action of a single muscle, wheras the simplest rhythmic beat is produced by a complicated movement-cycle; the fusion would in no wise explain the characteristic structure of the unit groups. Moreover, if the rhythm is due to the movement, such a fusion might explain the omission of the subordinate beats, but not their grouping. The Wundtian explanation that the beats of a group occur during a wave of attention, if translated into terms would mean that a secondary rhythmic movement occurs, and the beats of the primary movement included in each simple movement-cycle of the secondary rhythm are thereby grouped together. Such a combination of rhythms must actually occur in music, but it will not explain the unit-groups. First, in music where it does occur we do not have the temporal and accentual relations of the unit-groups ; s second, with such a grouping mechanism, we should expect an indefinite number of beats in the unit-group (in music we do actually have an indefinite number of beats of one rhythm occurring during a single beat of the secondary rhythm); there would be no reason why the type of grouping at the fastest rate of succession should change, as it does when the tremolo form of rhythm appears. Accentuation and subordination with the involved temporal relations are not peculiar lo rhythmic movement. Wherever complicated movements occur we have such a grouping. Individual letters of words written with a pen, syllables and words < 'Rhythm and Rhymes,' loc. cit., p. 455 ff. Miner, J. B., ' Motor, Visual and Applied Rhythm,' Psv. Rsv., '03, Mon. Sup. 5, No. 4, p. 34. * Cf. ' Combined Rhythms,' below. 1
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written at the typewriter, but best of all spoken words, illustrate this grouping of a set of movements about a single definite accent. As one writes the word ' the' at the typewriter, the form is v 2 . v with a definite accent on the middle letter. In the syllable ' ing,' the form i s w ^ . with the accent on the last letter. In writing the letter ' a,' the movements are subordinated to the down stroke at the side of the loop. But speech best illustrates such groupings. Every English word of more than one syllable constitutes a whole; it is in a sense a single movement, and yet it contains distinct pulses, and one of these pulses is accented and is much longer than the rest and is, in a sense, the center of the word. The uttering of the word is a muscular process and the varying lengths of the syllables are due to the accentual form. The accent itself is made by an increased contraction of the muscles of expiration; in fact, the whole expiratory stress seems to center in the accent. In the case of the movements in writing with the pen, observation shows that the subordinate strokes are performed by the fingers, while a stroke which has the accent is produced by the hand, or the hand and arm as well as the fingers. These strokes of the fingers, and of the hand and arm are all parts of the same movement; the muscles act together, at points all the muscles are working together, but at other points, the more mobile sets execute semi-independent movements while the slower sets are preparing for the next main contraction at the principal part of the movement. Most of our movements show this semi-independent, semi-synergic character of the various parts and muscle-sets of the organ involved. In the case of the vocal organs, the more mobile parts are the organs of mouth and throat, the slower are the muscles of expiration. In wielding any instrument or tool, the hands and fingers are performing a variety of auxiliary movements during the slower moving of the fore-arm; the upper-arm and shoulder are less used than the fore-arm for rapid parts of the movement. In walking or executing the pedale part of an organ score, the foot and leg show the same system of main and auxiliary movements as the hand and arm. In such cases we have a mechanism of subordination and accentuation which was developed long before
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rhythmic movement made demands on it. It is important to note in all the cases mentioned of auxiliary movements that they are in no sense separated from the process of the whole movement; not only are they means to the one end of the general movement, but it is impossible to say where they begin or where they end, and at many points, the muscles are all contracting or relaxing in one common wave of innervation. Rhythm is produced by a series of single strokes composing a movement of the type just noted; the fingers and hand, the hand and arm, the vocal organs, can all execute rhythmical movements. Granted that one of the beats be accented, and of necessity other muscle-sets will come into play with the accent, partly because of the tendency of innervation to irradiate to related muscles, partly because the increased strain will necessitate further bracing contractions (the ' pseudo-antagonistic' coordination).1 These added muscle-sets will work as a part of the movement, and yet their rate of easy contraction and relaxation is much less than that of the more mobile muscle-sets involved. Even the different fingers of the hand show different degrees of mobility.* While these muscles which have to do with reinforcing the accented beats are working slowly, the more mobile muscle-sets execute the intervening beats with less force and with less amplitude of movement; this beating of the unaccented elements is not a separate process, however; the minor muscle-sets unite with the major muscle-sets to make the accented beat, and many of the same muscles which are active during the accented beat must take part during the unaccented beats (e. g., the muscles which brace and guide the limb as a whole). (Cf. Fig. 5.) The process remains one movement, just as the letter in writing, the word in speaking, the complex movements in striking a chord at the piano or in turning a door-knob are all one movement. But why should the accentuation develop in a series ? If the rate of a very slow series be increased, or if the movement of any series be intensified, other muscle-sets will be inevitably 1



Cf. Beevor, C E., 'Muscular Mechanism,* Lancet (London), '03, 1, 13571360; also Muller, R., 'The Mosso Ergograph,' Phil. Stud., 17, S. 1. «R«f, O., 'Ueber Fingerfertigkeit beim Klavierspiel,' Ztsckr./. Psy. u. Phys. d. S. org., '00, 24, S. 352.
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1 vS PIG. 5. Contraction of the muscles is represented by the increase in width, relaxation of the muscles by the decrease in width of the line representing the muscle-sets.
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involved, and as these work at different rates, the accentual type of coordination previously developed by all sorts of movements is the one natural and easy way for them to work together. One may say that the unit-group is the form in which the various muscle-sets and segments of a limb or organ can all work together freely and easily in a single-movement cycle. What are the conditions in which the parts of a complex movement seem continuous, and the movement therefore a whole? Rieger 1 notes that in ballistic movements the backstroke is psychologically continuous with the beat-stroke and with it makes up a unity. When a new movement is learned its parts are executed separately and are distinct; the muscular tensions die out, and each is a new movement. Even when the movement comes to be executed more rapidly, as long as there is hesitation between the parts, the movement does not seem continuous, even though the muscular tensions are maintained during each slight pause. When the movement finally becomes continuous, the muscle-sets are acting reciprocally and the muscle-tensions are constantly changing; the parts of the movement «flow into each other.' As long as the tensions are changing between the muscle-sets we have continuity. When the tension between the muscle-sets is stable, the limb is poised and the movement is at a standstill and there is an impression of suspense, of delay, or of • pause,' but not of continuity. The degree of tension in this condition of poise and standstill determines the intensity of the feeling of suspense and delay. When the tensions between the muscle-sets die out at the close of the movement, we feel that the movement is passed and done; there is no feeling of suspension or pause. In the movement-cycle previously described there is but one point where normally the limb is poised; at the end of the back-stroke, and just before the next beat-stroke, records show that there is a moment when the limb is at a standstill. There may be a suspension and a poised condition anywhere in the relaxation-phase. The conditions of the beat-stroke preclude any condition of equilibrium and ' pause' in the contraction-phase. If, then, the auxiliary movements 'flowinto' the movement of the accented beat, i. e., 1



Loc.tit.,s. 389.
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if the transition from the subordinate beat to the accented beat (or vice versa) takes place with continually changing tensions without equilibrium occurring between the various muscle-sets involved, the subordinate movement will be continuous with the accented stroke. If at any point during the whole unit-group the conditions of muscular tension are stable and the limb comes to a stop, there will be at that place a • pause' or suspension. The observed structure of the unit groups (cf. Fig. 3) may be explained by the grouping process just outlined. In the case of the single beat, the beats are too far apart to be grouped; by hypothesis they are as far apart as heavy accents made by the slowest moving muscle-sets can occur. The tremolo does not show a type of grouping like that of the other four unit groups. At the rate of 4-8 per sec, interval of 125-250 sig., a single member is beating as rapidly as possible; by combining two or more members as the fingers in piano playing the rate may be as rapid as c. 8-18 beats per sec, interval 125-55 S'S*X It is apparent that the speed with which a series of beats can be produced by a single member is about half or a little less than half the maximal speed of a series of beats produced by the combination of two or more members. In a rapid trill at the piano the first finger is raised while the second delivers its blow, and the second is raised when the first descends, so that the interval between the beats of the trill is actually the duration of a single stroke. The duration of the beat-stroke in the records taken (cf Table I.) is from 50-100 sig. If the interval between a trill or a run has the duration of a beat-stroke of the record, the rate for the series of beats would be from 10-20 beats per second. The maximal rate is not determined by the number of members employed, as Reif assumes, but by the minimal interval, the duration of the beat-stroke. The beat-stroke is a process during which the judgment is very uncertain, and a coordination by which a second member shall strike a beat at the end of the first third or half of the beat-stroke is impossible. In beating a series at a maximal rate of succession, there are two and only two events which can act as clues to the reciprocating muscle1



Cf. Reif, loc. cit., and Bieger, he cit.
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sets: the sudden contraction of the positive muscle-set at the beginning of the beat-stroke, this is the cue for the contraction of the negative muscle-set which brings the beat-stroke to an end and throws the member back to the point of starting: second, this contraction of the negative-set becomes the cue for the positive muscle-set which catches the limb at the end of the back-stroke and throws it into a second beat-stroke. Both movements are ballistic and of nearly equal duration, if one member or two members are producing the series, but if three or more members are employed as the fingers in a piano run, the back-stroke of each member may be slower and not of the ballistic type. It is obvious that in a trill or tremolo executed by one or two members, there can be no accentuation, for an accentuation would mean an increased time to recover from the heavier contraction, and would drag into play slower acting muscles with which the rapidly acting muscle-sets could not fuse at the accented beat without being delayed. In a run accentuation may be possible because each member works more slowly, but the working of the slower auxiliary muscles is so distinct from the process producing the run that the form of an accented run is practicable only where two distinct rhythmic processes are present. It is also obvious that in the rapid succession of the trill, tremolo or run there will be continuity between the beats; they will all seem parts in the same movement, for at no point in the process is there opportunity for stable tensions and a poised condition. The tensions must always be changing rapidly and the movements 1 flow into each other.' In the case of the iamb, trochee, dactyl (and anapest) the temporal relations are determined by the events in the complex movement producing the group. There is a long interval after the accent because the heavy contraction of all the muscles concerned takes place at this point and time is needed for their relaxation. During the remainder of the group, the larger, slower muscle-sets (often these make up the musculature of the proximal segments of the limb) relax and readjust themselves for the next accent, while the more mobile sets (usually of the distal segments of the limb) beat the subordinate elements of
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